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NEUTRINO MASSES IN GUTsAND THE BARYON ASYMMETRY�W. BuhmüllerDeutshes Elektronen-Synhrotron DESY22603 Hamburg, Germany(Reeived November 12, 2001)We study the impliations of large neutrino mixings for grand uni�edtheories based on the seesaw mehanism. In SU(5) GUTs large mixings anbe aommodated by means of U(1)F �avour symmetries. In these modelsthe heavy Majorana neutrinos are essentially deoupled from low energyneutrino physis. On the ontrary in SO(10) GUTs large neutrino mixingsseverely onstrain the mass spetrum of the heavy Majorana neutrinos.This leads to preditions for a variety of observables in neutrino physis aswell as for the baryon asymmetry.PACS numbers: 98.80.Cq, 12.10.Dm, 11.30.Pb,13.35.Hb1. Status of neutrino mixingReent results from the Sudbury Neutrino Observatory [1℄ and from theSuperKamiokande experiment [2℄ provide further evidene for neutrino os-illations as the solution of the solar neutrino problem. Neutrino osillationsan also aount for the atmospheri neutrino anomaly [3,4℄. It is remarkablethat a onsistent piture an be obtained with just three neutrinos, �e, ��and �� , undergoing `nearest neighbour' osillations, �e $ �� and �� $ �� .For massive neutrinos a mixing matrix U appears in the leptoni hargedurrent, LCC = � gp2X�;i e��(1� 5)U�;i�i W�� + : : : ; (1)where e� and �i are mass eigenstates. In the ase of three neutrinos, one foreah generation, U is a unitary matrix.� Presented at the XXV International Shool of Theoretial Physis �Partiles andAstrophysis � Standard Models and Beyond�, Ustro«, Poland, September 10�16,2001. (3707)



3708 W. BuhmüllerThe experimental results on the �e de�it in the solar neutrino �ux favourthe LMA or LOW solutions [5℄ of the MSW onversion with large mixingangle. A large mixing also �ts the atmospheri neutrino osillations. Asa result, the leptoni mixing matrix U�i appears to be very di�erent fromthe familiar CKM quark mixing matrix V�i. The emerging pattern is rathersimple [6℄, U = 0� � � �� � �� � � 1A : (2)Here the `�' denotes matrix elements whose value is onsistent with the range0:5 : : : 0:8, whereas for the matrix element `�' only an upper bound exits,jUe3j < 0:16. The neutrino masses may be hierarhial or quasi-degenerate.Note, however, that a possible hierarhy has to be muh weaker than theknown mass hierarhy of quarks and harged leptons.Several interesting phenomenologial shemes have been suggested, suhas `bi-maximal' or `demorati' mixing, whih desribe the pattern (2) ratherwell [7℄. Is is unlear, however, how these shemes are related to a more fun-damental theory. We shall therefore fous on the question how large neutrinomixings an be obtained in a grand uni�ed theory based on the gauge groupsSU(5) or SO(10). In both ases we shall rely on the seesaw mehanism whihnaturally explains the smallness of light Majorana neutrino masses m� bythe largeness of right-handed neutrino masses M [8℄,m� ' �mD 1MmTD ; (3)where mD is the Dira neutrino mass matrix. In uni�ed theories mD isrelated to the quark and harged lepton mass matries. Sine they have alarge hierarhy, the almost non-hierarhial struture of the leptoni mixingmatrix is very surprising and requires some explanation. In the following weshall disuss two qualitatively di�erent examples based on the GUT groupsSU(5) and SO(10), respetively, whih illustrate present attempts to solvethe puzzle of the large neutrino mixings.2. Models with SU(5)In the simplest GUT based on the gauge group SU(5) [9℄ quarks andleptons are grouped into the multiplets 10 = (qL; uR; eR), 5� = (dR; lL)and 1 = �R. Hene, unlike the gauge �elds, quarks and leptons are notuni�ed in a single irreduible representation. In partiular, the right-handedneutrinos are gauge singlets and an therefore have Majorana masses notgenerated by spontaneous symmetry breaking. In addition one has three



Neutrino Masses in GUTs and the Baryon Asymmetry 3709Yukawa interations, whih ouple the fermions to the Higgs �elds H1(5)and H2(5�),L = huij10i10jH1(5)+hdij5�i10jH2(5�)+h�ij5�i1jH1(5)+Mij1i1j : (4)The mass matries of up-quarks, down-quarks, harged leptons and the Diraneutrino mass matrix are given by mu = huv1, md = hdv2, me = md andmD = h�v1, respetively, with v1 = hHi1 and v2 = hHi2. The Majoranamasses M are independent of the Higgs mehanism and an therefore bemuh larger than the eletroweak sale v.An attrative framework to explain the observed mass hierarhies ofquarks and harged leptons is the Froggatt�Nielsen mehanism [10℄ basedon a spontaneously broken U(1)F generation symmetry. The Yukawa ou-plings are assumed to arise from non-renormalizable interations after agauge singlet �eld � aquires a vauum expetation value,hij = gij �h�i� �Qi+Qj : (5)Here gij are ouplings O(1) and Qi are the U(1) harges of the variousfermions, with Q� = �1. The interation sale � is usually hosen to bevery large, � > �GUT.The symmetry group SU(5)�U(1)F has been onsidered by a number ofauthors. Partiularly interesting is the ase with a `lopsided' family stru-ture where the hiral U(1)F harges are di�erent for the 5�-plets and the10-plets of the same family [11�13℄. Note, that suh lopsided harge as-signments are not onsistent with the embedding into a higher-dimensionalgauge group, like SO(10)�U(1)F or E6�U(1)F . An example of phenomeno-logially allowed lopsided harges Qi is given in Table I. TABLE ILopsided U(1)F harges of SU(5) multiplets. From [14℄. i 103 102 101 5�3 5�2 5�1 13 12 11Qi 0 1 2 a a a+ 1 b  dThis harge assignment determines the struture of the Yukawa matries,e.g., he = hd � 0� "3 "2 "2"2 " "" 1 1 1A ; (6)



3710 W. Buhmüllerwhere the parameter " = h�i =� ontrols the �avour mixing, and oe�ientsO(1) are unknown. The orresponding mass hierarhies for up-quarks, down-quarks and harged leptons aremt : m : mu ' 1 : "2 : "4 ; (7)mb : ms : md = m� : m� : me ' 1 : " : "3 : (8)The di�erenes between the observed down-quark mass hierarhy and theharged lepton mass hierarhy an be aounted for by introduing addi-tional Higgs �elds [15℄. From a �t to the running quark and lepton massesat the GUT sale one obtains for the �avour mixing parameter " ' 0:06.The light neutrino mass matrix is obtained from the seesaw formula,m� = �mD 1MmTD � "2a 0� "2 " "" 1 1" 1 1 1A ; (9)Note, that the struture of this matrix is determined by the U(1)F harges ofthe 5�-plets only. It is independent of the U(1)F harges of the right-handedneutrinos.Sine all elements of the 2-3 submatrix of (9) are O(1), one naturallyobtains a large ����� mixing angle �23 [11, 12℄. At �rst sight one mayexpet that �12 = O("), whih would orrespond to the SMA solution ofthe MSW onversion. However, one an also have a large mixing angle �12if the determinent of the 2-3 submatrix of m� is O(") [16℄. Choosing theoe�ients O(1) randomly, in the spirit of `�avour anarhy' [17℄, the SMAand the LMA solutions are about equally probable for " ' 0:1 [18℄. Theorresponding neutrino masses are onsistent with m2 � 5 � 10�3 eV andm3 � 5�10�2 eV. We onlude that the neutrino mass matrix (9) naturallyyields a large angle �23, with �12 large or small. In order to have maximalmixings the oe�ients O(1) have to obey speial relations.The model an also explain the osmologial baryon asymmetry via lep-togenesis [19℄ for an appropriate hoie of the parameters in table 1 [14℄.The mass of the heaviest Majorana neutrino isM3 � "2(a+b) v21m� � "2(a+b) 1015 GeV ; (10)where m� = pm2m3 � 10�2 eV. The hoie a = b = 0,  = 1, d = 2 yieldsthe senario of [20℄ where B�L is broken at the GUT sale.For the CP asymmetry in the deays of the heavy neutrinos N1,"1 = � (N1 ! l H2)� � (N1 ! lH2)� (N1 ! l H2) + � (N1 ! lH2) ; (11)



Neutrino Masses in GUTs and the Baryon Asymmetry 3711one has in the ase M1 < M2;3,"1 ' � 316� M1(hy�h�)11 Im�hy�h� 1MhT� h���11 � 316�"2(a+d) : (12)Suessful baryogenesis requires a+ d = 2. With " � 0:1 the orrespondingCP asymmetry is "1 � 10�6. The baryogenesis temperature is then TB �M1 � "4M3 � 1010 GeV. The e�etive neutrino mass whih ontrols the out-of-equilibrium ondition of the deaying heavy Majorana neutrino is givenby em1 = (myDmD)11=M1 � 10�2 eV.Thermal leptogenesis leads to the baryon asymmetry [21℄YB = nB � nBs = �S "1g� ; (13)where nB and s are baryon number and entropy densities, respetively;g� � 100 is the number of degrees of freedom in the plasma of the earlyuniverse and S = O(1) is the onversion fator from lepton asymmetry tobaryon asymmetry due to sphaleron proesses. Washout proesses are a-ounted for by � < 1, whih an be omputed by solving the full Boltzmannequations [22, 23℄. The resulting baryon asymmetry then readsYB � � 10�8 ; (14)With � � 0:1 : : : 0:01 this is indeed the orret order of magnitude in aordwith observation, YB ' (0:6 � 1)� 10�10.The magnitude for the generated baryon asymmetry depends ruially onthe parameters "1, em1 andM1. In the models with SU(5)�U(1)F symmetrylow energy neutrino physis is essentially deoupled from the heavy Majo-rana neutrinos and does not onstrain the value of M1. Hene, suessfulbaryogenesis is onsistent with the SU(5)�U(1)F symmetry, but it annotbe onsidered a generi predition. This is di�erent in uni�ed theories withlarger gauge groups. 3. Models with SO(10)The simplest grand uni�ed theory whih uni�es one generation of quarksand leptons inluding the right-handed neutrino in a single irreduible rep-resentation is based on the gauge group SO(10) [24℄. The quark and lep-ton mass matries are obtained from the ouplings of the fermion multiplet16 = (qL; uR; eR; dR; lL; �R) to the Higgs multiplets H1(10), H2(10) and�(126),L = huij16i16jH1(10) + hdij16i16jH2(10) + hNij16i16j�(126) : (15)



3712 W. BuhmüllerHere we have assumed that the two Higgs doublets of the standard modelare ontained in the two1 ten-plets H1 and H1, respetively. This yields thequark mass matriesmu = huv1, md = hdv2, with v1 = hHi1 and v2 = hHi2,and the lepton mass matriesmD = mu ; me = md : (16)Contrary to SU(5) GUTs, the Dira neutrino and the up-quark mass matriesare now related. Note, that all matries are symmetri. The Majorana massmatrix M = hN h�i is also generated by spontaneous symmetry breakingand a priori independent of mu and md.With mD = mu the seesaw mass relation beomesm� ' �mu 1MmTu : (17)The large neutrino mixings now appear very puzzling, sine the quark massmatries are hierarhial and the quark mixings are small. It turns out,however, that beause of the known properties of the up-quark mass matrixthis puzzle an be resolved provided the heavy neutrino masses also obey aspei� hierarhy. This then leads to preditions for a number of observablesin neutrino physis inluding the osmologial baryon asymmetry. In thefollowing we shall desribe these impliations of large neutrino mixings inSO(10) GUTs following Ref. [27℄. The role of the heavy neutrino masshierarhy for the light neutrino mixings has previously been disussed indi�erent ontexts [25℄.From the phenomenology of weak deays we know that the quark matri-es have approximately the form [28, 29℄,mu;d / 0� 0 "3ei� 0"3ei� �"2 �"20 �"2 ei 1A : (18)Here "� 1 is the parameter whih determines the �avour mixing, and� = j�jei� ; � = j�jei� ; (19)are omplex parameters O(1). We have hosen a `hierarhial' basis, whereo�-diagonal matrix elements are small ompared to the produt of the or-responding eigenvalues, jmij j2 � O(jmimj j). In ontrast to the usual as-sumption of Hermitian mass matries [28, 29℄, SO(10) invariane ditatesthe matries to be symmetri. All parameters may take di�erent values for1 Note, that this is unavoidable in models with SO(10) breaking by orbifold ompat-i�ation [26℄.



Neutrino Masses in GUTs and the Baryon Asymmetry 3713up- and down-quarks. Typial hoies for " are "u = 0:07, "d = 0:21 [29℄.The agreement with data an be improved by adding in the 1�3 elementa term O("4) [30, 31℄ whih, however, is not important for the followinganalysis. Data also imply one produt of phases to be `maximal', i.e.,� = �u � �u � �d + �d ' �=2.We do not know the struture of the Majorana mass matrixM = hN h�i.However, in models with family symmetries it should be similar to the quarkmass matries, i.e., the struture should be independent of the Higgs �eld.In this ase, one expetsM = 0� 0 M12 0M12 M22 M230 M23 M33 1A ; (20)with M12 � M22 � M23 � M33. M is diagonalized by a unitary matrix,U (N)yMU (N)� = diag(M1;M2;M3). Using the seesaw formula one an nowevaluate the light neutrino mass matrix. Sine the hoie of the Majoranamatrix mN �xes a basis for the right-handed neutrinos the allowed phaserede�nitions of the Dira mass matrix mD are restrited. In Eq. (18) thephases of all matrix elements have therefore been kept.The ����� mixing angle is known to be large. This leads us to requirem�i;j = O(1) for i; j = 2; 3. It is remarkable that this determines thehierarhy of the heavy Majorana mass matrix to be2M12 :M22 :M33 = "5 : "4 : 1 : (21)With M33 ' M3, M22 = �"4M3, M23 = �"4M3 � M22 and M12 = "5M3,one obtains for masses and mixings to order O("4)M1 ' �"6� M3 ; M2 ' �"4M3 ; (22)U (N)12 = �U (N)21 = "� ; U (N)23 = O("4) ; U (N)13 = 0 : (23)Note, that � an always be hosen real whereas � is in general omplex. Thisyields for the light neutrino mass matrixm� = �0� 0 "e2i� 0"e2i� ��e2i� + 2�ei� �ei�0 �ei� e2i 1A v21M3 : (24)2 We also note that this result is independent of the zeroes in the mass matrix (18) ifits 1�3 element is smaller than "3, as required by data.



3714 W. BuhmüllerThe omplex parameter � does not enter beause of the hierarhy. The ma-trix (24) has the same struture as the mass matrix (9) in the SU(5)�U(1)Fmodel, exept for additional texture zeroes. Sine, as required, all elementsof the 2�3 submatrix are O(1), the mixing angle �23 is naturally large. Alarge mixing angle �12 an again our in ase of a small determinant of the2�3 submatrix, (�� + 2�e�i�)e2i � �2 � Æe2i = O(") : (25)Suh a ondition an be ful�lled without �ne tuning if �; �; � = O(1). Itimplies relations between the moduli as well as the phases of � and �. Inthe speial ase of a somewhat smaller mass of the seond heavy neutrino,i.e., j�j < j�j, the ondition (25) beomes � � ' 12 (�� �) ; j�j2 ' 2j�j ; (26)The mass matrix m� an again be diagonalized by a unitary matrix,U (�)ym�U (�)� = diag(m1;m2;m3). A straightforward alulation yields(sij = sin�ij , ij = os�ij , � = "=(1 + j�j2)),U (�) = 0� 12ei(���+ �) s12ei(���+ �) �s23ei(���+ )�23s12ei(�+�� +) 2312ei(�+�� +) s23ei(�+�� )s23s12ei(+ ) �s2312ei(+ ) 23ei 1A ;(27)with the mixing angles,tan 2�23 ' 2j�j1� j�j2 ; tan 2�12 ' 2p1 + j�j2 "Æ : (28)Note, that the 1�3 element of the mixing matrix is small, U (�)13 = O("). Themasses of the light neutrinos arem1 ' � tan2�12 m2 ;m2 ' "(1 + j�j2)3=2 ot�12 m3 ;m3 ' (1 + j�j2) v21M3 : (29)This orresponds to the weak hierarhy,m1 : m2 : m3 = " : " : 1 ; (30)with m22 � m21 � �m221 = m22 � m21 � "2. Sine " � 0:1, this pattern isonsistent with the LMA solution of the solar neutrino problem, but notwith the LOW solution.



Neutrino Masses in GUTs and the Baryon Asymmetry 3715The large ����� mixing has been obtained as onsequene of the requiredvery large mass hierarhy (22) of the heavy Majorana neutrinos. The large�e��� mixing follows from the partiular values of parameters O(1). Hene,one expets two large mixing angles, but single maximal or bi-maximal mix-ing would require �ne tuning. On the other hand, one de�nite predition isthe ourrene of exatly one small matrix element, U (�)13 = O("). Note, thatthe obtained pattern of neutrino mixings is independent of the o�-diagonalelements of the mass matrix M . For instane, replaing the texture (20)by a diagonal matrix, M = diag(M1;M2;M3), leads to the same pattern ofneutrino mixings.In order to alulate various observables in neutrino physis we need theleptoni mixing matrix U = U (e)yU (�) ; (31)where U (e) is the harged lepton mixing matrix. In our framework we expetU (e) ' V (d), and also V = V (u)yV (d) ' V (d) for the CKM matrix sine"u < "d. This yields for the leptoni mixing matrixU ' V yU (�) : (32)To leading order in the Cabibbo angle � ' 0:2 we only need the o�-diagonalelements V (d)12 = � = �V (d)�21 . Sine the matrix md is omplex, the Cabibboangle is modi�ed by phases, � = � exp fi(�d � �d)g. The resulting leptonimixing matrix is indeed of the wanted form (2) with all matrix elementsO(1), exept U13,U13 = �s23ei(���+ ) � �s23ei(�+�� ) = O(�; ") � 0:1 ; (33)whih is lose to the experimental limit.Let us now onsider the CP violation in neutrino osillations. Observablee�ets are ontrolled by the Jarlskog parameter Jl [32℄ (e"ij =P3k=1 "ijk)ImfU�iU�jU��jU��ig = e"��e"ijJl ; (34)for whih one �ndsJl ' �s121223s223 sin (2(� �  + ) + �d � �d) : (35)In the ase of a small mass di�erene �m212 the CP asymmetry P (��!�e)�P (�� ! �e) is proportional to Æ (f. (25)). Hene, the dependene of Jlon the angle  is not surprising.For large mixing, ij ' sij ' 1=p2, and in the speial ase (26) oneobtains from the SO(10) phase relation ��� = �u��u and �u��u��d+�d = � ' �=2, Jl ' �4p2 sin���2 + 2� : (36)



3716 W. BuhmüllerFor small  this orresponds to maximal CP violation, but without a deeperunderstanding of the fermion mass matries this ase is not singled out.Due to the large neutrino mixing angles, Jl is muh bigger than the Jarlskogparameter in the quark setor, Jq = O(�6) � 10�5, whih may lead toobservable e�ets at future neutrino fatories [33℄.Aording to the seesaw mehanism neutrinos are Majorana fermions.This an be diretly tested in neutrinoless double �-deay. The deay am-plitude is proportional to the omplex masshmi = Xi U2eimi = �(UU (�)ym�U (�)�UT )ee ' �(V (d)ym�V (d)�)ee= � 11 + j�j2 ��2j�j2e2i(�d��d+�+�� ) � 2�"ei(�d��d+2�)�m3 : (37)With m3 'p�m2atm ' 5 � 10�2 eV this yields hmi � 10�3 eV, more thantwo orders of magnitude below the present experimental upper bound [34℄.Finally, onsider again the baryon asymmetry whih should eventuallybe related to the CP violation in neutrino osillations and quark mixing.This possibility has reently been disussed also in other ontexts [35, 36℄.In the speial ase3 (26) one obtains for the CP asymmetry,"1 ' 316�"6 j�j2� (1 + j�j)2j�j2 + j�j2 sin(�u � �u) : (38)As expeted "1 depends only on phases of the up-quark matrix and not onthe ombination of up- and down-quark phases� whih appears in the CKMmatrix. In addition, the parameter � enters. Hene, the baryon asymmetryis not ompletely determined by properties of the quark matries and theCP violation in the neutrino setor.Numerially, with " � 0:1 one has "1 � 10�7 , jM1j ' ("6=j�j)(1 +j�j2)v21=m3 � 109 GeV and em1 � (j�j2 + j�j2)=(�(1 + j�j2))m3 � 10�2 eV.The baryon asymmetry is then given byYB � �� sign(�) sin (�u � �u)� 10�9 : (39)The parameters "1, M1 and em1 are rather similar to those onsidered inthe previous setion. Hene, a solution of the Boltzmann equations an beexpeted to yield again a baryon asymmetry in aord with the observation.3 For the disussion of the general ase, see Ref. [27℄.



Neutrino Masses in GUTs and the Baryon Asymmetry 37174. ConlusionsLarge neutrino mixings, together with the known small quark mixings,have important impliations for the struture of GUTs. In SU(5) models thisdi�erene between the lepton and quark setors an be explained by lopsidedU(1)F family symmetries. In these models the heavy Majorana neutrinomasses are not onstrained by low energy physis, i.e., light neutrino massesand mixings. Suessful leptogenesis then depends on the hoie of the heavyneutrino masses and is not a generi predition of the theory.In SO(10) models the impliations of large neutrino mixings are muhmore stringent beause of the onnetion between Dira neutrino and up-quark mass matries. It is remarkable that the requirement of large neutrinomixings determines the relative magnitude of the heavy Majorana neutrinomasses in terms of the known quark mass hierarhy. This leads to predi-tions for neutrino mixings and masses, CP violation in neutrino osillationsand neutrinoless double �-deay. The predited order of magnitude for thebaryon asymmetry is in aord with observation. It would be very interest-ing to relate diretly the CP violation in the quark setor and in neutrinoosillations to the baryon asymmetry. This, however, will require a deeperunderstanding of the quark and lepton mass matries.I would like to thank Mihael Plümaher, Daniel Wyler and TsutomuYanagida for an enjoyable ollaboration on the topi of this leture, and Iam grateful to the organisers for the kind hospitality in Ustro«.REFERENCES[1℄ SNO Collaboration, Q.R. Ahmad et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 87, 071301 (2001).[2℄ SuperKamiokande Collaboration, S. Fukuda et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 86, 5651(2001).[3℄ SuperKamiokande Collaboration, S. Fukuda et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 81, 1562(1998).[4℄ K2K Collaboration, S.H. Ahn et al., Phys. Lett. B511, 178 (2001).[5℄ M.C. Gonzalez-Garia, P.C. de Holanda, C. Peña-Garay, J.W.F. Valle, Nul.Phys. B573, 3 (2000); J.N. Bahall, M.C. Gonzalez-Garia, C. Peña-Garay,J. High Energy Phys. 0108, 014 (2001); G.L. Fogli, E. Lisi, D. Montanino,A. Palazzo, Phys. Rev. D64, 093007 (2001).[6℄ M. Fukugita, M. Tanimoto, Phys. Lett. B515, 30 (2001).[7℄ For a review and referenes, see G. Altarelli, F. Feruglio, Phys. Rep. 320C,295 (1999); H. Fritzsh, Z. Xing, Prog. Part. Nul. Phys. 45, 1 (2000).[8℄ T. Yanagida, in Workshop on Uni�ed Theories, KEK report 79-18 (1979)p. 95; M. Gell-Mann, P. Ramond, R. Slansky, in Supergravity, North Holland,Amsterdam, 1979, eds. P. van Nieuwenhuizen, D. Freedman, p. 315.
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